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ABSTRACT
Conducting polymer actuators have long been of interest as an alternative to piezoelectric and electrostatic actuators due
to their large strains and low operating voltages. Recently, poly (3,4- ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) – based ionic
actuators have been shown to overcome many of the initial obstacles to widespread application in micro-fabricated
devices by demonstrating stable operation in air and at high frequencies, along with microfabrication compatible
processing using a layer by layer method that does not require any handling. However, there is still a need for
characterization, prediction, and control of the actuator behavior. This paper describes the fabrication and
characterization of thin trilayers composed of a 7 µm thick solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) sandwiched between two 2.1
µm thick PEDOT-containing layers. Beam properties including capacitance, elastic moduli of the layers, and the extent
of charge driven strain, are applied to predict curvature, frequency response and force generation. The actuator is
represented by an electrical circuit, a mechanical system described via dynamic beam theory, and a strain-to-charge ratio
for the electro-mechanical coupling matrix, which together predict the actuator curvature and the resonant response. The
success of this physical model promises to enable design and control of micro-fabricated devices.
Keywords: IEAP micro actuator, PEDOT, layer by layer, force generation, modeling, dynamic beam theory, Bond
Graph.

1. INTRODUCTION
Electro active polymers (EAPs) has attracted interest in both academic and industrial fields since their mechanical and
electrical characteristics have the potential for widespread application, for instance: locomotion systems 1, steerable
micro catheters 2, micro pumps 3-4, micro actuators 5-7. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiopene) (PEDOT) based-actuators have
received a lot of attention due to their properties such as: low density, biocompatibility8, high stress, high power/weight
ratio 9, significant displacement (up to 1%), and low operating voltages 8 in solution or in open-air 10. They can be
electronically controlled with reasonable frequency response and are potentially suitable for microscale applications.
Actuating layers have been applied in bilayer 11, trilayer 12-14, and multilayer 15 structures in which conducting polymer
electrode (CPE) layers are directly in contact with solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) layers accommodating ion flow.
However, due to the large charge fluxes required, and the significant electronic and ionic resistances of CPE and SPE
layers, speed of charging and actuation has been slow. These important rate-limiting factors are reducing the response
speed of the actuator 16. A new clean-room compatible process, referred to as Layer-by-Layer (LbL) 17, has been recently
been demonstrated which removes the need for manual handling and promises to make the fabrication of conducting
polymer actuators highly automated. It also enables thin layers and short device lengths, enabling fast actuation.
In the LbL fabrication process of a trilayer structure, there is a need to creat CPE layers. PEDOT can be polymerized insitu via electropolymerization 18 or via vapour phase polymerization (VPP) 19. In the VPP method, PEDOT thin films
were fabricated by spin-coating an oxidant solution onto silicon substrate and then exposing this substrate to a monomer
vapor.
* eric.cattan@univ-valenciennes.fr;
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The interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) situated between two PEDOT electrodes plays a role of an electronic
insulator and an ion transfer membrane. For operation in open air, the trilayer actuator needs to be introduced to the
electrolyte, which is necessary for the redox process, where during the oxidation and reduction ions flow through the ion
transfer membrane. To improve the mechanical properties and ionic conductivity of this SPE, an IPN matrix of two
cross-linked polymers: polyethylene oxide (PEO) and nitrile-butadiene rubber (NBR) 14, 20 has been designed and
controlled.
For the purpose of control and to predict the actuator’s behavior, researchers have developed models. Madden 21 came up
with an analytical model based on the diffusive elastic metal phenomenon to describe chemical process between
electrolyte and polymer electrode that can be applied to a trilayer actuator, and which was further extended by Shoa 22.
This chemical model was linked to the mechanical deformation by an experimentally determined strain-to-charge ratio –
an empirical constant that relates injected ionic charge density to strain 21. Alici 23 also proposed an analytical model in
which emphasizes the effects of the interface between electrolyte and polymer electrode and models it as a capacitor and
a resistor.
This previous work has employed equivalent circuit models. A related alternative that is explored here is Bond Graph
methodology. It appears to be a promising candidate as it allows easy access to power transformation, stored power, and
dissipated power inside these actuators. Bond Graph language has shown its flexibility in working with different energy
domains and feasibility to describe interactions between systems 24. These characteristics provide an approach for the
design of actuators and further, the design of complete actuated robots while retaining the physical structure of the model
25
. Few works in modeling IEAP actuators using Bond Graphs have been proposed. Byung-Ju Yi concentrated on
diffusion in separator layer and electrodes of ionic polymer-metal composites (IPMCs) and did not describe the
mechanical response. The model was not verified by experiments 26. Nishida developed a more complex model on
IPMCs type using distributed port-Hamiltonian 25, while Bowers built a Bond Graph model of bilayer actuators operating
in a liquid environment 27. Since ionic EAP actuators inherently involve energy flow in multiple energy domains:
mechanical, electrical, simultaneously with chemical domain, a thorough model for explaining the behavior of this
actuator is required. Regarding the work that has been accomplished on fabrication and modeling of trilayer actuators,
there is a need to improve the fabrication process and develop a more adaptable model to predict actuator behavior.
Within this work, an improvement in the LbL process to synthesize an ultrathin trilayer structure in a cleanroom
environment will be described. A key advance is the precise control of the VPP by using a vacuum heating plate
allowing the fine control of pressure and temperature during the process. Following this step, the microbeam dimensions
and composition were studied under scanning electron microscope (SEM), via energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis
and through mechanical, electrochemical and electromechanical testing. In next step, an IEAP actuator model is being
developed. An RC electrical circuit is represented for physical model, the electromechanical coupling matrix is based on
the accepted relationship between the strain and the volumetric charge density (strain is proportional to charge density
multiplied by an empirically derived strain to charge ratio), and a mechanical model is coupled in based on the modal
superposition method to treat Euler-Bernoulli dynamic beam equations for beam displacement. This model will provide
physical insight into IEAP actuator behavior, which should enable designers to optimize the system through identified
critical parameters. Furthermore, the model can then be expanded to describe complex actuator geometries and
interactions with other systems.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1 Fabrication
The synthesis of a trilayer actuator is based on the LbL method which was first described by Maziz28, where all the
layers are spin coated and deposited on top of previous layers. The overall process is shown in Fig. 1. In this study, the
LbL process has been adapted to clean room compatible microfabrication. The first PEDOT electrode layer was
synthesized by mixing Poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (PEGM) (50 wt. %) and Poly(ethylene glycol)
dimethacrylate (PEGDM) (50 wt. %), known as PEO precursors, with Fe(III) p-toluene sulfonate oxidant solution in
butanol. PEO precursors were added to this layer, and to all the subsequent layers, and polymerized finally throughout
the trilayer structure to improve the adhesion between the layers as well as increase ionic conductivity. A solution was
stirred during 10 min and spin coated on a 2-inch silicon wafer. The oxidant solution coated wafer was then placed on a
vacuum hot plate for EDOT VPP at 45 oC for 50 minutes under vacuum. EDOT monomer droplets were placed in the
vacuum system on a glass slides situated around the wafer to obtain a homogenous PEDOT layer.
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During next step, the SPE
E layer, based on semi-IPN
N architecture, was preparedd by mixing N
NBR solution
n (20 wt. % of
NBR and 80 wt.
w % of cycloohexanone) with
w PEO precursors (75 wt.. % of PEGM and 25 wt. % of PEGDM vs
v NBR). Freee
radical initiattor dicyclohexxyl peroxydiccarbonate (DC
CPD) was theen added to the
t solution, stirred for 15
5 minutes andd
degassed. Thhe resulting hoomogenous bllend was spinn coated on to
op of the first PEDOT elecctrode layer. The
T wafer wass
then placed inn the vacuum
m hot plate for 45 min at 500°C under conttinuous supplyy of N2 for prre-polymerizaation, allowingg
the PEO netw
work to form inn each layer to improve adhhesion betweeen those two laayers.
The second PEDOT
P
electroode layer wass synthesized in
i the same way
w as the firstt one. The oxiidant solution was preparedd,
spin coated on
o the bilayerr, and EDOT VPP was carrried out in th
he vacuum hoot plate system
m the same way
w as for firsst
electrode. Duuring this stepp, DCPD (3 wt.
w % of PEO network) wass added into oxidant
o
solutioon to improvee the adhesionn
between all thhree layers duuring final heaat treatment.
After EDOT VPP for thee second elecctrode layer, the wafer waas placed agaain in the vaacuum hot plate system too
polymerize PEO precursorrs in every layyer. The heat trreatment timee was optimizeed to be 3 h att 50°C in N2 en
nvironment 177.
p
the free radical initiaator DCPD innitiates the reaaction betweenn PEO precurrsors to form PEO networkk.
During this period,
PEO precursoors in the three layers are crrosslinking to increase the mechanical
m
addhesion 29.
The microacttuator fabricattion includes also
a a micro-ppatterning step
p using laser cutting to obttain desired sh
hape/geometryy
and a last steep where the trilayer
t
was sw
welled in ioniic liquid (EM
MImTFSI) duriing one week to integrate ions
i
inside thee
actuator untill it reaches thee saturated poiint (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1.

actuatoor fabrication process.
p

2.2 Experim
mental resultss
2.2.1 Trilayeer structure
Several methhods have beenn developed to
t pattern the fabricated triilayer such as using a sharpp blade, laser patterning, orr
10, 30
reactive-ion etching
e
. In
I our case, a femtosecond laser
l
(Oxford Lasers, UV fundamental
fu
1064 nm waveelength, pulsedd
length 400 fs, spot size 100 μm, galvanoometric mirrorrs resolution 1µm)
1
was choosen. This toool has enables the minimum
m
a several hunndred micromeeters. The thicckness of eachh layer was co
onfirmed usingg
dimensions of the actuator to be as low as
DX. Fig. 2a deepicts the PED
DOT:NBR/PE
EO:PEDOT trrilayer structuure showing laayer thicknessses of 2.1 μm
m,
SEM and ED
7.0 μm, and 2.1 μm, resppectively. Thee three layerss are also sho
own in Fig. 2b.
2 The sulfuur in the PED
DOT chains iss
t carbon in NBR/PEO layyer is highligh
hted in red. The
T thicknessees of the trilay
yer before andd
highlighted inn green, and the
after immersiion in EMImT
TFSI are listedd in Table 1.

Fig.22. tructure of the
t trilayer actuuator, a) SEM im
mage showing the
t three layers 2.1 μm, 7.0 μm
m, and 2.1 μm th
hick, b) EDX
imagge confirming thhe separation off the three layerrs, the sulfur in the PEDOT chhains is green annd the carbon in
n the NBR/PEO
O
layerr is red (not to scale).
s
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Table 1. Thicknessees of each actuaator layer beforee and after swellling in EMImT
TFSI

Trilayeer

Th
hickness beffore swelling
g (µm)

T
Thickness
affter swelling
g (µm)

Bottom
m CPE layerr

2.1

3.4

SPE layyer

7.0

11.5

Top CP
PE layer

2.1

3.4

2.2.2 Trilayeer actuator characterizatiion
In this section, the electrochemical propperties and thhe mechanicall properties off the trilayer aactuator are presented.
p
Thee
c
of the CPE lay
yers, and the ionic
i
conductiivity of the triilayer actuatorr
volumetric caapacitance, the electronic conductivity
play an imporrtant role in acctuation perfoormance. Theyy are also the critical
c
param
meters in actuattor modeling.
2.2.2.1 Volu
umetric capaacitance
i
by the scanning rate of applieed voltage. This volumetric capacitance iss
The apparent volumetric caapacitance is influenced
m (Solartron potentiostat,
p
M
ModuLab XM
M ECS). In thiss
determined by a cyclic volltammetry usiing a three-eleectrode system
w a surfacee area greater than that of the working electrode, thee
setup, the coounter electrodde was a plattinum plate with
reference elecctrode was made
m
of Ag/AggCl, and the working
w
electrrode was an actuator
a
held with a platinu
um clamp. Alll
three electroddes were imm
mersed in EMIImTFSI. Capaacitance per volume is deteermined from the relation current-voltagee
(I-E) curve, scanning
s
rate, and the volum
me of CPE layyers. During th
his experimennt, the potentiaal was swept from
f
-0.6 V too
0.7 V at scan rates from 5 mV/s
m
to 1000 mV/s.
The capacitannce was derivved from equaation

(F
F), where

iss the scan ratee (mV/s), V1, and V2 are thee

lowest and tthe highest vaalues in the potential winndow. The vo
olumetric cappacitance was calculated using
u
equationn
(F/m3), wheree L, b, and h arre the length, width, and thickness of onee electrode.
As described in Fig. 3, thee accessible voolumetric cappacitance variees with the sccan rate. This value drops gradually
g
from
m
t 7x106 F/m3 when the scaan rate increases from 5 mV
V/s to 1000 mV
V/s.
53x106 F/m3 to

Fig.33.
etric capacitance of PEDOT
P
electroddes obtained in EMImTFSI ionnic liquid within a potential wiindow of -0.6 V
to +00.7 V at scan raates of: 5 mV/ss, 10 mV/s, 20 mV/s, 30 mV//s, 50 mV/s, 700 mV/s, 100 mV
V/s, 200 mV/s, 300 mV/s, 4000
mV/ss, 600 mV, 8000 mV/s, and 10000 mV/s.
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2.2.2.2 Ioniic conductivitty of SPE layer
In this sectioon, a method to determinee the ionic coonductivity of the SPE layyer is describbed, which iss important too
determine thee magnitude of
o this rate lim
miting propertyy. he measurrement proceddure employs tthe setup show
wn in Fig. 4 inn
which the acctuator clamp was made frrom two goldd coated glass slides. An electrical equivvalent circuit model of thee
trilayer actuator was then developed
d
forr trilayer actuaator. This mod
del included capacitors reprresenting for electrodes,
e
CP,
E layer, RS, andd short resistaance, Rshort, du
ue to PEDOT layers penetraating into the SPE layer andd
ionic resistannce of the SPE
creating an ellectronic condduction path between the tw
wo electrode laayers.

Fig. 4.

t travveling direction in the actuator placing betweeen two gold coaated glass slidess at DC applied
d voltage (greenn
h
frequency (red arrows).
arrow) and high

At high frequuencies, the capacitors, reppresenting ionnic storage in the electrode layers, will aact as short ciircuits and thee
current travellling between two gold plates is describeed in the red lines.
l
Howeveer, when a DC
C voltage is applied
a
insteadd
of the high frrequency voltaage, if this vooltage is mainttained long en
nough until thhe capacitors iin electrode laayers are fullyy
charged, thesse capacitors will then act as open circcuits and the current goes between two gold plates via
v Rshort. Thee
resistance in each case caan be found via the relatiion between the current measuring
m
by an ampere meter
m
and thee
v
magnitude off the applied voltage.
0.00028 /

Finally, the ionic
i
conducttivity of SPE
E layer is

, where hS, L
L, and b are the thicknesss,

length, and width
w
of the SP
PE layer.
2.2.2.3 Elecctronic resistaance of PEDO
OT layers
To measure the
t electronicc conductivityy of a surface, the common
n device is foour-point probbe. However, in case of ann
ultrathin film
m, this device could
c
damagee the measuredd layer becausse of its shapinng probes. A four-line prob
be, made from
m
copper foil which
w
is a low resistant matterial and depoosited on a gllass slide, for measurementt the electronic conductivityy
31
of a surface, is
i described previously
p
by Farajollahi
F
. In this setup,, a current is produced
p
by aapplying a sou
urce of voltagee
between two external coppper lines, thee voltage betw
ween two intternal lines was
w then meassured. Knowiing distance d
between two internal liness, thickness of
o electrode laayer, the appllied current and
a the measuured voltage, the electronicc
conductivity can be derivedd.
l
had beeen performedd on both thee top and botttom electrodee
The electroniic conductivitty measuremeents of CPE layers
layers. As thee applied DC voltage changges its value, the current trravelling throuugh the closedd circuit variees. The currennt
was recordedd, and the voltaage between the
t two internaal copper lines was collecteed in order to eestimate resisttance.
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Fig. 5.

e probe measurem
ment of the relation between voltage and cuurrent a) Top PEDOT electro
ode, b) Bottom
m

PEDOT electrode.

As can been seen in Fig. 5, the curvess showed a linnear relationsship between the measuredd current and the measuredd
E layers is co
onsistent withh the effect off a changing voltage.
v
From
m
voltage, sugggesting the eleectronic resisttances of CPE
these relationnship, the eleectronic conduuctivities can be derived as
a the follow
wing formula,
, where
iss
electronic connductivity, Re is the slope of
o the trend liines in Fig. 5aa, b, d is the distance
d
betweeen the two in
nternal copperr
lines, b is wiidth of the acctuator, and hCPE is the thiickness of CP
PE layers. Thhe electronic conductivity of the bottom
m
PEDOT electtrode is 32.8 S/cm
S
while thaat of the top PE
EDOT electro
ode is considerably smaller at 4.62 S/cm.
2.2.2.4 You
ung’s modulu
us measuremeent

Fig. 6. Young moodulus measureement at three different
d
positionns on the actuattor.

The measureement of the actuator’s Yooung’s modullus was perfo
ormed by appplying a forcee to an actuaator. From thee
measurementt, the relation between the applied forcee and the actu
uator’s displaccement was caaptured by thee force sensorr
(Fig. 6). The effective Youung’s moduluus can be then derived from
m the equation:
,w
where F is the applied forcee,
Lm is the lenggth between thhe clamp and the force sennsor, w is the beam
b
displaceement value, aand I is the in
nertial momennt
of the beam. This
T inertial moment
m
is calcculated as
, where b is the width, and h is the tootal thickness of the beam.
The results show
s
the consistency of thhe Young’s m
modulus valuee in term of positions
p
alonng the length of the beam
m,
approximately 610±24 MP
Pa.
2.2.2.5 Dam
mping ratio
In mechanicaal the modell, the naturall frequency and
a
damping coefficient are
a useful foor determining
g response at
a
frequencies where
w
inertia is important. These were determined using
u
a vibrattion experimeent. In this ex
xperiment, thee
actuator was fixed at one end and freee at the otherr end. This acctuator was thhen pulled byy a micro-beaam sensor andd
v
Oscillation was measured
m
directly using a Keyence
K
laserr sensor (Keyeence LK-G322,
quickly released for free vibration.
m resolutionn: 0.05 μm). Damped
D
oscilllation is show
wn in Fig. 7.
measurementt range: ±4.5 mm,
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Fig. 7. Beam variation as fun
nction of time.

This responsee suggests that the actuatoor is well represented as a second-orderr system sys ttem32. After subtracting thee
damping coeffficient was caalculated usinng the formulaa below:
0.39 ,
(1)

where t is ovvershoot amplitude, which is
i the distance from middlee line of sinuusoidal part to highest peak
k and y is totaal
displacementt. There may be a second, longer time response,
r
giv
ven the longerr time rise to steady state. This was noot
included in thhe model.
Table 2. Actuaator parameters

Parametters

Top CPE
C
layer
6

SPE layer
l

E layer
Bottom CPE

3

52±0.4x110 F/m (freq
quency of appllied voltage ≤ 0.1 Hz)

Volumeetric capacitaance

2±0.2x1006 F/m3 in otheer case
0.000288 S/cm

Ionic coonductivity of SPE layer
Electronic conductivvities

4.662 S/cm

32.8 S/cm
m
2007±500 (kg/m3)

Densityy

610±244 MPa

Young modulus
Dampin
ng ratio

0.339

Strain-tto-charge rattio

-11

6.10 (m3/C)

3. MODELING
M
G TRILAYE
ER ACTUAT
TORS
3.1 Modelingg trilayer actu
uators
3.1.1 Word Bond
B
Graph model of EAP
P actuators
The proposedd model of thhis actuator consists
c
of thrree sub system
ms: the electrrical sub systeem, the electrro-mechanica
r al
coupling, andd the mechaniical sub system
m. The connections betweeen these sub syystems are shhown in Fig. 8.
8 The input too
the global syystem is voltaage
andd the outputs are current
/ , and beam displacementt
, . Thee
electrical systtem outputs thhe current
to the electro-mechanical coupling systtem. The mecchanical system
m is driven byy
the modal actuation force
, , whicch results from
m the couplin
ng. Here the force
fo
is that generated at th
he tip, but thiss
could be generalized. The pairs of inputs and outputss (voltage/currrent, force/veelocity) providde information
n about power
transmission.

7

Fig. 8. Global
G
word Bond Graph modeel of ionic EAP actuator.

3.1.2 Bond Graph
G
modell of EAP actu
uators
Once the worrd Bond Grapph is obtainedd, the Bond Graph
G
describin
ng each subsyystem can be derived from the equationss
involving in the
t electrical, the coupling, and the mechhanical variablles.
3.1.2.1 Elecctrical model
In this work, we start by employing reelatively simplle models forr each componnent, and justtify these cho
oices based onn
predictive abbility. The electrical modell represents thhe response to
o the applied voltage undeer the form off current. Thee
applied voltaage is used too promote chhange in oxiddation state in
nside the connducting polyymer electrodes, leading too
insertion or reemoval of chaarge, and a change in electrrode volume. Since
S
the moddel is designedd for thin (18
) actuatorss
and quite low
w frequency operation
o
( 40
4
), the ellectrodes are represented
r
byy one capacitor (Fig. 4). This
T model hass
been shown, in some cases, to be suffficient to proovide a good description of
o oxidation rrate or in oth
her words, thee
mer 33-34. Thee SPE layer of
o conducting polymer actuuator can be modeled as a
electrical respponse of connducting polym
resistance
which depeends on the ionic conductivity and dim
mensions of SPE.
S
Accordiingly, the sim
mple electricaal
equivalent cirrcuit of EAP actuators
a
conssists of resistaance and th
he series of caapacitors . T
This part is deescribed by thee
following equuation:
.
(2)
3.1.2.2 Elecctro-mechanical coupling
Based on the relationship between
b
total force
f
elements is esstablished as follows:

,

and total charrge in the elecctrodes
0

,

0

,

,

, the coupling matrix of 2 2

(3)

where
is the total vooltage appliedd, is strain to
t charge ratio
o35,
is the Young’s moddulus of the CPE
C layer, andd
l
of actuuator. This model
m
does noot
, is tipp displacemennt in the verttical directionn at position along the length
consider the sensor
s
responsse (e.g. effect of externally applied displaacement on vooltage), whichh is known to be
b small36.
3.1.2.3 Mecchanical mod
del
The force genneration from
m coupling efffects results inn bending of the actuator. Since ionic E
EAP actuatorss have a smalll
ratio betweenn thickness annd length 2
/ ≪ 1 , this can be consideredd as a thin beeam. Moreoveer, this type of
actuator operrates at quite low frequenncy
4
40
, so in
n this case, Euler-Bernoull
E
li beam theorry is perfectlyy
suitable in terrm of accuraccy, computatioonal simulatioon, and time saving,
s
to predict beam dynnamic behavior 34, 37. Otherr
possible methhods not used here include Rayleigh,
R
Sheear, and Timosshenko.
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In this sectionn, an accuratee model, low-oorder, lumpedd-parameter reepresentation of distributedd elements to describe
d
beam
m
displacementt based on Euler-Bernoull
E
li beam theoory is given. The numberr of suitable retaining modes
m
and thee
incorporationn of the beam’s damping rattio are also exxplained.
Karnopp 38 inntroduced thee first model Bond
B
Graph to
t describe reesults of solvinng Euler-Bernnoulli beam equation
e
usingg
separation off variables meethod. A similar method cann be used to derive
d
the ionnic EAP actuattor model in this
t paper, buut
f dynamic beeam is adaptedd as follows:
with differentt boundary coonditions. The Euler-Bernouulli equation for
,

where

,

,
,
is equivalent
e
flexxural rigidity of
o trilayer actuuators which is
i calculated as
a follows:

(4)

/

2
.
Here is SP
PE layer’s Youung’s moduluus, while andd are cross section
s
and wiidth of the beaam, respectiveely.
The set of bouundary condittions for an ioonic EAP beam
m with clampiing at one endd are:
,
, |
0;
0 .

(5)

(6)

e
In the case off an applied pooint force at thhe other free end:
,

,

0;

.

(7)

The separatioon of variablees method beggins by assum
ming the displaacement
, can be sepparated into a function of
only ,
annd a function of time, ,
:
.
(8)
,
Substituting (8)
( into (6), thhe solution forr this equationn is in form off mode shape functions:
f
,
and the contriibution of

2
where

(9)

mode is:
1 mode frequencies
1,

yields equationn:

2
and model daamping
.
Once mode shape functionns
∑
as:
,

,

in which
w
dampinng ratio
c
fu
functions
and contribution
m:
, or in diffferential form
∑
,

(10))
, modde mass

,

is found
f
by expeeriment. The m
model stiffnesss is given byy:
have been determined,
d
eqquation (8) caan be rewrittenn
.

(11))

3.1.2.4 The global modeel of actuator
e
anical couplinng, and the meechanical model have beenn
In three prevvious sections, the physicall model, the electro-mecha
built. To form
m the global model,
m
it is a matter
m
of connnecting all threee sub modelss by bond elem
ments in a Bon
nd Graph. Thee
elements in thhe model are organized
o
andd divided into small subsysttems as depictted in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Ionic EAP acctuator's Bond Graph global model.
m
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3.2 Matchin
ng of the simu
ulations and experiments
e
The beam model
m
has now
w been descriibed and the properties off the beam chharacterized. IIn the next sttep, the beam
m
properties aree inserted intoo the model annd simulationss are performeed. These are compared
c
withh measured beeam responsess
to demonstraate the modeel accuracy. From
F
the moodel, the valu
ue of currentt passing throough the actu
uator and thee
displacementt at any positioon along the actuator
a
was derived
d
to com
mpare with expperimental ressults, shown in Fig. 10. Thee
match betweeen both currennt and displaceement is generally within 10 %.

Fig. 10. The currentt and the tip dissplacement in reesponse to a 2V
V step input in a)
a the half of a ccycle, b) in consecutive cycless.

Fig.11a descrribes the timee response off tip displacem
ment as inputt step voltagee is increasedd from 1 V to
o 3 V. In thiss
experiment, only
o
the tip movement
m
of a half of voltage changing period was captured
c
due tto the symmeetry of trilayerr
structure, as shown in Figg. 10b. It is worth
w
to notingg that a samp
ple with high symmetry, reesulting in beaam symmetricc
displacementt, without inteernal strain or stress was fabricated usiing layer by layer methodd as mentioneed in previouss
section, whille in a lot off sample fabrricated with a traditional method,
m
theree is some intternal stress induce
i
a nonsymmetric motion.
m
As cann be seen, the predictions
p
att low voltage input
i
(< 2 V) matched expeerimental resu
ults. Howeverr,
the inaccuraccy increases when
w
the voltaage goes up too 3 V. In gen
neral, the giveen error betweeen predicted and measuredd
behavior is sm
maller than 5%
% The corresppondence betw
ween the prediiction and thee simulation iss confirmed in
n the curvaturee
results shownn in Fig. 11b. The curvaturee value, whichh was determiined via maxim
mum tip displlacement using the equationn
39
reported by Sugino
S
, rapidly increasess from 30 m-1 to 65 m-1 wh
hen voltage riises from 1 V to 2.5 V in total,
t
then thiss
value slightlyy goes up to 700 m-1 as voltagge reaches 3 V.
V

Fig. 11. Beaam displacemennt as the functioon of voltage. a)
a
time
t
response of
o tip displacem
ment between sim
mulation and
e
experim
ment at several applied voltagees; b) Beam currvature as function of voltage cchanges.

Another set of
o experimentss were perform
med to verify the model in the conditionn of varied freqquency. While square wavee
voltage ampliitude was keppt at 2 V in tottal, the input frequency
f
chaanged from 0.11 Hz to 40 Hzz. As can be seeen in Fig. 122,
the model prooves to have good
g
ability to predict curvvature as a fun
nction of freqquency. Both eexperimental and simulatedd
curvature rappidly decreasee to 2 m-1 at 5 Hz from 67 m-1 at 0.1 Hz. As frequency continuees to rise up to 40 Hz, the
curvature appproaches zero..
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Fig. 122. Beam curvatuure as function of applied frequuencies.

The model has
h been show
wn to providee reasonable simulations,
s
particularly
p
at lower applieed voltages (<
< 2.5 V). Thiss
model also heelps describe the shape of the
t beam as it bends for exaample. Here we
w predict dynnamic behavio
or of the beam
m
as shown in Fig.
F 13a. At 2 V of magnituude and 0.1 Hz of frequency
y, consideringg only a half ccycle of applieed voltage, thee
beam decreasses its movem
ment speed as it approaches the maximu
um displacemeent state. This phenomenon comes from
m
the effect of the
t capacitor which slows down its charrging speed when
w
as it apprroaches maxim
mum charging
g voltage. Thee
beam displaccement valuess at different positions
p
can also be deriv
ved as shown in Fig. 13b. While input voltage
v
variedd
between 0 annd 3 V and thee frequency was
w constant at
a 0.1 Hz, beam
m displacemeent values in vvertical directiion at positionn
of
0; 1.4; 2.8; 4.2;; 5.6; 7
were collectiing in simulattion results. It should be noted that the Euler-Bernoull
E
li
m theory doess not considerr beam displaccement in horiizontal directiion as it is relaatively smalleer compared too
dynamic beam
that in the veertical directioon. In other words,
w
the beam
m shape at diffferent positioons along the beam length remains at thee
same horizonntal position duuring its displlacement.

Fig. 23. Beam shape inn: a) dynamic beehavior of the beam;
b
b) magniitude of appliedd voltage.

4. CONCLUS
SION
This paper prresents the layyer by layer method
m
of fabbricating micrroactuators. The
T actuators have been ch
haracterized too
find out the relationship between the performancee parameters. The actuatoor’s propertiess, such as ellectrochemicaal
properties: voolumetric capacitance, elecctronic conducctivity of the electrode layers, ionic connductivity of the
t SPE layerr,
the electrom
mechanical cooupling, and the mechannical propertiies: Young’s modulus, ddamping ratio
o, have beenn
characterizedd. In additionn, a simple model
m
includiing: an electtrical equivaleent circuit, a coupling ellement, and a
mechanical model
m
based on Euler Beernoulli dynam
mic beam th
heory, has been establisheed. An agreem
ment betweenn
simulation annd experimenttal results shoows the modell’s ability in predicting
p
the actuator behaavior. In geneeral, the modeel
can be used as
a an effectivee tool to optim
mize the designn of the trilayeer actuator.
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